With ultimate zeal and enthusiasm, Jaipuria Institute of Management, Jaipur organized the 6th Jaipuria Jaipur Alumni Meet “AAGAMAN-2015” on December 12, 2015 at Campus. It was not only about the meet but also about all those precious bonds and relations between the alumni, students & faculty members.

The event aims to give a platform for bringing in the successful & experienced alumni at one place & witness the way institute has grown. It also gives opportunity for the current batch to network amongst the alumni of various batches from 2006 till 2015. The institute witnessed a presence of 100+ alumni in its campus from various place like Bengaluru, Ahmedabad, Mumbai, Kolkata, Delhi, NCR etc.

Nothing would have been better than starting the evening by worshipping Maa Saraswati. Dr. Prabhat Pankaj, Director Jaipuria Jaipur, Guest Mr. Harsh Gupta, Dr.
Swati Soni (Assistant Dean - Academics), Mr. Manish Singh, Chair- Student Alumni Committee along with the alumni did the honour. Additionally, the students of first year took pride in remembering Lord Ganesha by Ganesh Vandana.

The guest for the evening, Mr. Harsh Gupta (First alumni of Jaipuria) was green welcomed whole-heartedly by Dr. Prabhat Pankaj. Further, welcomed the alumni with his precious words, for him, it was more than happiness to see the old students in their beautiful world again. He talked about the interaction between the alumni and current students for new ideas, sharing experiences and networking and welcomed the alumni to enjoy, celebrate and rejoice the evening. Taking the event forward, Nimisha and Arti (students, first year) performed a charming inaugural dance followed by a heart touching video, reminding the alumni of their precious old days and another video showcasing the Journey of Jaipuria, Jaipur in 2015. Students of II year, Jai Sharma and Prachi performed another beautiful dance.

“**It was an amazing experience reliving the college days, interacting with faculty and friends. The event was managed well. Thanks to the team for memorable moments. I look forward for such encounters in future too**”…..Sanchit Agarwal, Alumni

“It feels really great when you get a chance from your daily work schedule to meet your old buddies, faculties and other batch seniors. It reminds you of all those days which has made you what you are. Well, thanks Jaipuria...thanks for giving me such a day again”……Lavesh Sharma, Alumni
Moving ahead came the most awaited moment of the evening, inauguration of "InTouch", the first Jaipuria Jaipur Annual Alumni newsletter, by Dr. Prabhat Pankaj, Director-Jaipuria Jaipur, Dr. Lokesh Vijayvargy, Coordinator-Alumni Relation, Guest Mr. Harsh Gupta, Alumni Committee Members, and Alumni who contribute their articles for newsletter. It was indeed a great moment for all who contributed to the newsletter.

Furthermore, the alumni were shared their experiences and discussed roadmap to success. Than, lot of fun and joy was brought in by the students of first year, wherein Mahesh Vaishnav solved a cube puzzle within 2 mins, a comedy act reminding of
college life was presented, Girish & Ajay sang a heart-touching melodious song, Jaisukh recited a poem echoing about college life and a group dance was also performed.

Dr. Prabhat Pankaj, Director - Jaipuria Institute of Management, Jaipur, speaking on the occasion expressed his deep satisfaction on the excellent coordination by Dr. Lokesh Vijayvargy in bringing in large number of alumni and rendering support to the students’ professional growth.

“IT was our pleasure seeing you all again in the campus, and sharing beautiful memories and refurbishing great time spent here. We really appreciate for your efforts. Arrangements and preparation everything was perfect. Thanks for this invitation we would definitely love to come again in alumni meet.” Mr. Govind Sharma, Alumni, Batch (2012-14)
Toward the end, the newsletter along with a memento was given to every alumni present as a token of remembrance. The evening was further followed by DJ night and dinner.
At End Coordinator of Alumni Committee, Dr. **Lokesh Vijayvargy** proposed the vote of thanks to all alumni and deep felt gratitude to alumni who contribute your articles/stories/messages in Alumni Newsletter “InTouch”, as without your contribution this newsletter- “InTouch” could not have taken this shape!!!!!